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Sunday March 14, 2021 

Les Résidences Soleil Manoir Laval 

 
Dear residents, 

Good news! 33 residents are now officially cured. 58 residents test 
positive at the residence, but they are mostly symptom-free and are 
doing well. 5 residents are currently hospitalized, and we hear from 
them regularly. 
 

Since our beautiful residence made the headlines recently, we take this 
opportunity to reassure you. As you know, what is said in the media is 
not always true ... Your reliable source of information remains our press 
releases, our website and your residence team. Between our 
communications, do not hesitate to come and inquire at the source if 
you have any questions. 
 
Start of vaccination 

Last Friday, 8 floors out of 25 were successfully vaccinated. We are 

maintaining our pressure on the CISSS to quickly continue the 

vaccination. 

 

Massive screening  

Another massive screening takes place in order to continue the 

vaccination.  

Monday March 15 for the floors: 7th, 8th, 10th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 

22nd and 24th.  

Tuesday March 16 for the floors: 3rd, 9th, 19th, 20th, 21st and 23rd. 

 
Delivery option 
To facilitate your essential purchases, here are some businesses 
offering delivery to the residence, simply by contacting them at this 
phone number. 

 Our convenience store (Monday, Wednesday, Friday): 450-663-
5245 

 Metro Plus Dépatie (1100 boul. De l'Avenir): 450-687-8233 

 IGA Extra (1535 boul. Le Corbusier): 450-934-3044 
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 IGA Extra des Rapides (307 boul. Cartier Ouest): 450-669-7501 

 Walmart (5205 boul. Robert-Bourassa): 450-661-7447 

 Pharmaprix (1768 boul. Des Laurentides): 450-663-3197 
 
As always, if you have any comments, concerns or suggestions allowing 

us to safely improve this period of isolation, and to get through the 

outbreak more easily, we encourage you to write to us at: 

info@residencessoleil.ca  

 

For any emergencies or questions, do not hesitate to contact us via your 

intercom 24 hours a day. 

 

On behalf of all of your employees and on our behalf, we thank you for 

complying with the measures and for making our work easier. So we 

can get through this outbreak as quickly as possible. Rest assured that 

we are dedicated day and night to protect you, as your health and safety 

are our top priorities. ♥ 

 

- The Management ☀ 

mailto:info@residencessoleil.ca

